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Operating & Maintenance Instructions
Thermobend Elite Range
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1. Setting Up
1.1 Introduction
The Thermobend Elite range of hot wire strip heaters has been developed to give the
plastic fabricator the ultimate in versatility and performance.
Utilising our proven multiple hot wire technology, the machine can accommodate up to
eight heating wires (four above and four below) per heater beam. This configuration can
be repeated on up to six heater beams.
Heater beams are designed with no protrusions, allowing them to be positioned in contact
with each other. This eliminates “dead space” between beams for close centre bends.
Work support channels are also removable, enabling the operator to create a wide band
heater with ease.
To make maximum use of multiple beam systems a positioning system has been
incorporated which can move any combination of heater beams at once. This is fitted with
analogue calibration as standard. A digital measurement system is available as an
optional extra. The maximum centre distance between beams is 900mm (35.4”) as
standard, with an optional extended base frame giving up to 2000mm (78.75”) centres.
Power supplies have been configured to operate two heater beams. The standard
machine comes complete with one power supply, with fittings included to allow two extra
units to be added if required.
The cycle time is controlled by a digital timer, with a choice of panel or foot control* start
and cancel.
The following accessories for the Elite range are also available:
Backstop, adjustable on the beam positioning system
Rear table incorporating separate digital timer, start / cancel buttons, foot control* and
selection switch enabling beams to be run from the rear of the machine or linked to the
main timer

* Elite 96 and 120 machines are supplied with two foot controls and a selection keyswitch for parallel / serial
start operation.
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Thermobend Elite 48

Thermobend Elite 120
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1.2 Location & Assembly
Your Elite will reach you fully assembled, unless it has been ordered with extended beam
support channels. In this instance a detailed assembly sheet will be included with the
machine.
Unwrap the machine and inspect for any signs of transit damage. Plug one footswitch into
the socket on the left hand side of the control enclosure. Plug the other foot control* into
the right hand side of the control enclosure.
Elite machines weigh a minimum of 230kg (506lb), and must be positioned by mechanical
means.
Lift the machine under the base tray using a fork lift truck, pallet truck, slings or similar.
Note that the machine is fairly symmetrical, and should therefore be lifted either side of
the centre. Always ensure that lifting points are spread as wide as practical for maximum
stability.
DO NOT LIFT THE MACHINE BY THE HEATER BEAMS
The machine should be sited on a level floor, but the design of the base frame will tolerate
small discrepancies in floor level.
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1.3 Electrical Supply & Connection
400V Machines
All machines supplied for use outside North America will be configured for 400V 3 Phase
operation.
The supply requirements are as follows:

Elite 48
Elite 72
Elite 96
Elite 120

1 Power Pack

2 Power Pack

3 Power Pack

10A / Phase
15A / Phase
15A / Phase
15A / Phase

15A / Phase
25A / Phase
30A / Phase
30A / Phase

15A / Phase
25A / Phase
30A / Phase
30A / Phase

The wire colours in the mains lead will be as follows:

L1
L2
L3
Earth

UK Machines
Red
Yellow
Blue
Green and Yellow

European Machines
Brown
Black
Black
Green and Yellow

This equipment does not require a neutral
This equipment must be connected to an earthed supply
Should there be any queries regarding electrical connection please consult a qualified
electrician or refer back to the manufacturer.

200V Machines
All machines supplied for use in North America are configured for 220V/3 Phase
operation.
The supply requirements are as follows:

Elite 48
Elite 72
Elite 96
Elite 120

1 Power Pack

2 Power Pack

3 Power Pack

15A / Phase
25A / Phase
30A / Phase
30A / Phase

30A / Phase
40A / Phase
50A / Phase
50A / Phase

30A / Phase
40A / Phase
50A / Phase
50A / Phase
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The wire colours in the mains lead will be as follows:
L1
L2
L3
Earth

Red
Yellow
Blue
Green and Yellow

This equipment does not require a neutral
This equipment must be connected to an earthed supply
Should there be any queries regarding electrical connection please consult a qualified
electrician or refer back to the manufacturer.

1.4 Pneumatic Supply
A compressed air supply running at 45-120 p.s.i. (3-8 bar) is required, this is connected
via the fitting on the left hand side of the control enclosure below the mains conduit. A
quick connect connector is supplied with the loose items complete with a hose tail for
6mm (1/4") reinforced air line hose and a suitable hose clip. A suitable length of hose is
required to complete the connection to the air supply. Insert the 8mm (5/16") diameter
firmly into the pneumatic input at the rear of the enclosure and connect to the supply with
the quick connect coupler as shown in Fig 1.4.1.
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2. Machine Controls
2.1 Upper Control Enclosure
The upper control enclosure houses the high voltage electrical distribution. Operation is
as follows:
Switch on at the Mains Isolator switch located on the left hand side of the control
enclosure. The clear mains neon will illuminate, indicating that power is available. Ensure
that Emergency Stop buttons (including those on the Rear Table if fitted) are released and
press the green I button. The mains contactors will be heard as they connect power to the
machine. Press the red O button. The contactors will release, removing power from the
machine.
The control enclosure is fitted with two fuses in shockproof holders, three single pole
MCB’s (miniature circuit breakers) and three double pole MCB’s. The fuses protect the low
voltage electrical supply. Each single pole MCB protects a soft start for the main
transformers. Each double pole MCB protects the primary for the power pack
transformers. See Diag 2.1.1. The MCB’s relate to the power pack layout - i.e. LH•Soft
Start MCB = LH Power Pack etc. Please note that the soft start only operates when the
green I button is pressed. It is therefore advisable to use this to switch the power packs
on and off, and not the MCBs.
Fig. 2.1.1
Mains Switch
I = On
O = Off
LV Fuses

Soft Start
MCBs

Foot Control
Selection
(Elite 96 & 120 only)

Transformer
Primary MCBs

Beam1 Lower On/Off
Beam1 Upper On/Off
Mains
Available
Indicator

Beam2 Lower On/Off
Beam2 Upper On/Off
Beam3 Lower On/Off
Beam3 Upper On/Off
Beam4 Lower On/Off
Beam4 Upper On/Off
Beam5 Lower On/Off
Beam5 Upper On/Off
Beam6 Lower On/Off
Beam6 Upper On/Off

Note: The number of switches will depend upon the number of heater beams fitted to the
machine.
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On 96 and 120 machines there is a key switch to select the foot control start mode:
In the left position pressing of either start pedal will commence the
heating cycle.

In the right position both start pedals must be pressed simultaneously
to start the cycle. (See Section 2.2 for footswitch operation details).

Either Cancel pedal will stop the heating cycle in both modes.
Pressing any Emergency Stop button will release the machine contactors, cancelling the
timer, switching off the heat and returning the beams to their rest position.
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2.2 Timer and Start / Cancel Controls
The timer, start and cancel buttons are located on the front panel of the work table
(analogue machines) and to the left of the digital readouts (digital machines). See Fig 2.2.1.
The unit of time is preset to seconds, with one decimal place (i.e. 125.3 seconds). The
maximum programmable time is 999.9
seconds. Set the time by pressing the
relevant round button(s) on the front panel
of the timer. Each press of the button
indexes the display up by one unit.
Therefore, to change a digit from 4 to 3 it
is necessary to scroll up the numbers until
3 is reached. Observe that the set time is
shown in the lower display. The upper
display remains at 000.0. The “Valid” and
“Mode” buttons are used for
programming only, and have been
disabled during machine assembly.
The timeout will commence and the
heater beams lower when the start button on the panel or relevant foot control(s) are
pressed. During the timing cycle the elapsed time is shown in the upper display. The
timer can be cancelled at any point by pressing the cancel button on the panel or one of
the foot controls.
The timer is fitted with a lithium battery, enabling the timer to be set even when the
machine is switched off. The minimum battery life is 10 years. As and when a new battery
is required, please contact the manufacturer or your local distributor for a replacement
unit and fitting instructions.
Each foot control contains a Start and Cancel pedal, as shown in Fig 2.2.2 below. These
duplicate the panel controls, with the start mode selectable on 96 and 120 machines (see
Section 2.1). Please note that all foot controls must be connected for the machine timer to
operate.
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2.3 Power Pack Operation
Each power pack is capable of operating (typically) two heater beams. Each machine may
be fitted with one, two or three power packs. Where multiple power packs are fitted Beam
1 and Beam 2 will be operated from the left hand power pack, Beam 3 and Beam 4 will be
operated from the centre power pack and Beam 5 and Beam 6 from the right hand power
pack.
Each power pack is fitted with two rotary switches and two RCCBs (Residual Current Circuit
Breakers).
The upper rotary switch controls the upper heater beam voltages, with the lower rotary
switch controlling lower beam voltages. It is recommended that wire voltage is varied in
relation to the number of heating wires being used. This is indicated by the red dots on
the panel around the rotary switches. The use of increased voltage settings is permitted
provided that the current displayed on each ammeter does not exceed 60A. Use of
settings higher than recommended may result in elevated work support channel
temperatures. See Fig. 2.3.1.
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3. Positioning System
3.1 Description and Adjustment
The positioning system consists of a pair of HTD•timing belts inside the beam support
channels which run from the front of the machine to the rear. The belts are operated
through a reduction gearbox fitted into the right hand end of the work table. One
revolution of the operating handle will result in approximately 10mm (3/8”) of belt
movement.
The heater beams are fitted with pivoting pneumatic clamps which normally secure them
to the beam support channels. On operation of the appropriate valve on the work table
the clamps move to grip the HTD•belt. Any movement of the operating handle will now
move the relevant heater beam. Using this system any combination of heater beams may
be adjusted simultaneously, minimising setup times.
Should the air supply be disconnected for any reason the clamps are spring loaded to
retain beam position. It should be noted however that, with air pressure removed, beams
should not be disturbed as they may lose their parallel setting.
The parallelism of the positioning system is dependent upon the tension of both timing
belts being even. To check the accuracy of the system firstly move Beam 1 to the front of
its travel. Measure from the workstop to the centre wire at each end, to ensure that the
beam is parallel to the workstop. Remove the air supply and correct should there be any
discrepancy.
Using the positioning system move the beam to the other end of its travel. Repeat the
measurement from the workstop to the centre of the beam at both ends. Should there be
a discrepancy tighten the belt at the end where the reading is lower (see Fig 3.1.1 below).
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Belt tension is adjusted by slackening bolt A and adjusting using bolt B (see Fig 3.1.2
below).
TIMING BELT PULLEY
BOLT B. USE TO
ADJUST BELT TENSION

BOLT A. SLACKEN BEFORE
ADJUSTING BELT TENSION

HTD TIMING BELT

Fig 3.1.2
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3.2 Analogue Beam Measurement-Description & Calibration
The analogue beam measurement system consists of a flexible tape attached to each
heater beam. The tape is spring tensioned and fed around a series of rollers which control
its path. There is a window on the work table fitted with a marker to indicate the current
measurement from the workstop to each heater beam.
To calibrate the heater beam measurement system proceed as follows:
Ensure that the beam is parallel to the workstop and that the positioning system is
correctly adjusted (see Section 3.1).
Wind the heater beam to be calibrated back so that it is clear of the control enclosure.
Measure from the workstop to a heating wire in the centre groove of the rollers at each
end of the heater beam.
Check that the machine reading matches the measured reading.
Should the machine reading differ, slacken the two screws which secure the tape
mounting bar to the mounting bracket on the underside of the heater beam (see Fig 3.2.1).
The tape can now be adjusted to match the measured reading.
Retighten and recheck.

TAPE MOUNTING
CHANNEL
BEAM BRACKET

TAPE

SECURING SCREWS
ADJUST
Fig 3.2.1
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3.3 Digital Beam Measurement-Description & Operation
The digital beam measurement system consists of a magnetic tape secured into a recess
on the left hand beam support channel. Each heater beam is fitted with a non-contact
sensor which operates at 0.5-2mm away from the magnetic tape. The reading is fed to a
low voltage digital readout unit on the work table. The sensor and readout are repeated
for each beam and the rear workstop where fitted.
When the machine is switched off the readouts will retain their position measurement as of
the time the power was removed.
Operation of the readouts is as follows:
Incremental / Absolute Positioning
In many instances it is desirable to move the beams relative to their current position. To
avoid calculations and possible errors the operator can:
Press the ^ and < buttons together. This sets the display to zero. The decimal points flash
to indicate that the counter is working incrementally. The operator can now move the
Beam, for example, 2.4mm back.
Press the ^ and < buttons again. The display returns to absolute and reads the original
position + 2.4mm, i.e the new Absolute position from the workstop.
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3.4 Digital Beam Measurement-Calibration
When the machine is first installed the heater beams must be calibrated. This is carried
out as follows:
Note the units of measurement on your machine (all USA machines are calibrated in
Inches (“). All other machines are calibrated in mm. Should it be desirable to change the
units please refer to the manufacturers for further information).
Move the heater beams into the approximate positions shown in Fig 3.4.1 below.
Move a heating wire to the centre groove of each lower roller. Move the wire height to
zero, to remove any parallax error when setting the positions.
Remove the compressed air supply, using wooden blocks or similar to support the upper
beams so that the lower wires can be measured.
Last Beam Dim + 150mm
0 + 6")
(Last Beam Dim
350mm (14")
250mm (10")
150mm (6")

Fig 3.4.1
Manually adjust the beams so that the readings exactly match those in Fig 3.4.1. Note that
for each additional heater beam the measurement is increased by 100mm (4”). The
backstop is set 150mm (6”) behind the rearmost heater beam.
Reconnect the air supply and recheck the measurements.
On each digital display, press the * button.
The displays will change to match the reset beam positions.
Should there be any doubt as to machine calibration at any time the above procedure
should be carried out.
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4. Heater Beams
4.1 Description and Adjustments
Each Elite heater beam consists of a lower beam fitted with the pneumatic clamping
system and a pneumatically operated upper beam. Both the upper and lower heater
beams are fitted with four tensioned heating wires, which are height adjustable at each
end.
The mechanics of the heater beam are detailed in Fig 4.1.1 below.

2a
3b

3a

1a

1b

2b

0

0

6

6

12

Fig 4.1.1

1

Cylinder Speed Control

1a)

Speed control valve.

12

2c

Controls upward speed of cylinder. To adjust, first slacken the knurled locknut. Turn the
adjuster clockwise to reduce the cylinder speed, anti-clockwise to increase speed.
1b)

Speed control valve.

Controls downward speed of cylinder. Operation as 1a).
2

Wire Height Adjuster Assembly

2a)

Wire Roller

Grooved brass roller for location of heating wires. Note that centre groove is deeper than
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others for identification.
2b)

Calibration

Indicates air gap between work and heating wires. Zero is adjusted via a grub screw
located at the rear of the block. This is accessible through a slot in the heater beam cover.
2c)

Height Adjust Handwheel

Adjusts the wire roller towards and away from the material
3

Wire Tensioning System

Each Elite heater beam side (i.e. upper or lower half) will accommodate up to four heating
wires. Two wires are tensioned at each end, with the other two fixed.
3a)

Anchor post (2 at each end)

Holds the static end of the heating wire.
3b)

Wire Roller (2 at each end)

Holds the other end of each heating wire under tension to accommodate expansion
during heating.
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4.2 Adding and Removing Heating Wires
The heating wires are tensioned on a co-axial roller system to enable adjustments to both
heating wires to be made from the rear of the heater beam.
There are two red handles supplied with the machine to operate the rollers. Please note
the different location pin centres in each handle. For the rear heating wires use the handle
with the larger pin centres (see Fig 4.2.1 below). For the front heating wires use the
handle with the smaller pin centres (see Fig 4.2.2 below).

To remove a heating wire firstly use the handle to remove the wire tension (rotate in
direction of arrow as shown in Diagrams above). Remove the wire from the roller. Allow
the roller to unwind (approximately one turn in opposite direction to arrow in diagrams
above). Remove wire from anchor post at opposite end of heater beam.
To make a new heating wire, firstly wind a loop in one end of the wire (see Fig 4.2.3).
Hook the loop over the relevant anchor pin on the heater beam. Unreel the wire along
the heater beam, and wrap it around one of the anchor pins at the other end to give the
correct length. Cut the wire and wind a loop in it. Using the relevant handle wind the
roller one turn in the direction of the arrow as
shown in the diagrams above. Hook the heating
wire over the pin in the roller and release, allowing
the roller to tension the wire. Move the heating
wire into the correct groove on the roller.
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4.3 Work Support Channels
Work support channels
are infinitely adjustable
from 15-45mm inside.
The work support
channels are adjusted or
moved by turning the
grub screws which can
be seen recessed into
each one. Elite 48 and
96 machines have two
grub screws per channel,
Elite 72 and 120
machines have three
grub screws per channel.
Two beams can also be joined
together to produce a single
heating band of 65-95mm wide.
To link the beams, firstly
remove the intermediate work
support channels. Using the
positioning system place the
beams immediately next to
each other. Finally link the
upper beams together by fitting
the chromed bars supplied
through the saddles on each
upper beam.

Should three bends close together be called for two
heater beams can be brought together and a third heat
channel created by moving the upper channels in on
the central work support channels (see Fig 4.3.3).
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4.4 Wire Configurations
Typical wire combinations vary from a single wire on the lower beam for bending, for
example, 0.5mm polystyrene, to four wires above and below for bending 15mm acrylic.
The following principles apply to all materials:
As material thickness increases increase the number of heating wires. This spreads the
heat band which is important to avoid creasing on the inside of the bend line.
When bending material above 3mm in thickness use double sided heating (polypropylene
is the only exception to this rule, where 6mm thickness can be accommodated with single
sided heating).
As the material thickness increases move the heating wires away from the material. This
allows the heat to soak through the material.
As the number of heating wires increases reduce the voltage in line with the
recommendations on the power supply panel (see also Section 2.3).
It is also possible to form close centre U bends and close centre jiggle bends in one
operation. See Fig 4.4.1 below.
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5. Rear Workshop
5.1 Description and Adjustment
The Rear Workstop operates on the positioning system in the same way as the heater
beams. The stop is fitted with guide panels to aid the loading and location of large pieces
of material. Should the workstop be required to operate near the heater beam these
guides can be removed by slackening the cap screws securing the workstop, sliding the
guides forward out from under the workstop and re-securing. See Fig 5.1.1 below.

For calibration information refer to Section 3.3 (Analogue machines) or Section 3.4 (Digital
machines).

5.2 Digital Machines
On analogue machines a calculation must be made to determine the distance from the last
heater beam to the backstop. To avoid this on digital machines proceed as follows
Set the heater beam directly in front of the backstop to a convenient position.
Set the backstop at its reference position from the centre of the heater beam i.e.
Metric Machines 150 + ((Number of Beams - 1) x 100) + 150
Imperial Machines 6 + ((Number of Beams - 1) x 4) + 6
Press the * button
The Rear Workstop is now referenced from this heater beam.
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6. Independent Rear Control Enclosure
6.1 Control Operation
The Independent Rear Control Enclosure allows two operators to use one machine
independently. The table has a workstop, timer, start and cancel buttons and footswitch(es)
in the same way as the front table.
Each machine will be configured during assembly so that, when the Rear Control
Enclosure is used, the beams will be split evenly between front and rear operator i.e.
should the machine have four beams two will be allocated to the front and two to the rear.
The machine can be switched to front operation only by selecting single operator mode
on the selector switch on the Rear Table (see Fig. 6.1.1 below)
The Rear Table also includes two Emergency Stop buttons which will disconnect the whole
machine when pressed.
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7. Connection Diagrams
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